Protein Profile of Tissue Culture of TRI2025 Tea Clone
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Abstract
Tea is well known as favourite healthy drink for almost all people over the world. Tea propagation using conventional and modern ways are now developing rapidly. However, information regarding the protein profile of tissue culture of tea plant has not been revealed yet. This study aimed to determine the difference of protein profile of tea’s tissue culture using SDS-PAGE. This study was conducted using embryonic axes of TRI2025 tea clone cultured on MS media supplemented with 2,4-D for inducing somatic embryogenesis and globular-like structure (GLS) regeneration, and MS media supplemented with BAP for inducing shoot via organogenesis. The results revealed that proteins in the size of 37.69; 54.89; 60.77; 71.35; 87.34; and 92.99 KDa might be involved at somatic embryogenesis, and about 38.69 KDa, 69.27 KDa, and 55.76 KDa respectively for GLS, initiation of shoot, and initiation of GLS derived leaf. Predicted key protein for leaf initiation both directly or through GLS was about 31-33 KDa, while for callusing were about 27.56 and 52.73 KDa, and constitutive protein was about 22.75 KDa. This study provides the first report of protein profile of tea’s tissue culture. The information obtained can be beneficial as a marker for explant for somatic embryogenesis, GLS, or organogenesis pathway and as a scientific information for further biotechnology development.
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INTRODUCTION

Tea (*Camellia sinensis* L.) is one of the most favourite drinks in the world because of its secondary metabolite contents that useful to human health (Li et al., 2015). Propagation systems of tea can be achieved by traditional or modern one. Formerly, seed or stem cutting was the main technique to propagate, and then some new techniques had arisen, such as grafting and micropogation. Micropropagation technique or known as “tissue culture” technique; can be achieved through somatic embryogenesis and organogenesis. Tissue culture uses somatic cells and utilizes totipotency in obtaining fully plants. Both of these technologies are now beginning to be developed as an alternative methods of tea plants (Kaviani 2013; Gonbad et al., 2014).

Protein profile analysis in tissue culture is commonly used to determine protein condition at specific time and location, so that the information about certain protein(s) involved at certain developmental stage can be known better and in detail. This information about protein profile can be useful for plant biotechnology. Protein profile analysis has been conducted in many tissue culture-derived plants (Huang et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012), however, there has been no report about protein profile of tissue culture of tea until now. In this study, protein profile analysis was conducted using embryonic axis of TRI2025 tea clone, for inducing somatic embryogenesis, GLS, and organogenesis. Protein profile of tea from tissue culture can be an important information for further tea’s tissue culture development such as in genetic transformation development or in the process of tissue culture itself. Thus, the results of this study were expected to provide some information that can assist the better future of tea’s tissue culture development.

METHODS

Materials and Tissue Culture Conditions

Removed growth points of embryonic axes of TRI2025 tea clone were used as explants. Explants then were cultured on MS media supplemented with 2 mg.L⁻¹ 2,4-D for inducing somatic embryogenesis and GLS regeneration. Explants also were cultured in ½ MS media supplemented with 2 mg.L⁻¹ BAP to induce common leaves initiation through organogenesis pathway. Explants were incubated in light, with temperatures around 23°C. For protein profile analysis, samples were collected at callus stage, globular stage of somatic embryogenesis, GLS, common leaves initiation, and initiation stage of GLS-derived leaves stage.

Protein Extraction and Protein Profile Analysis

Protein profile analysis was started by extracting soluble protein using phosphate buffer saline solution at pH 7, the protease inhibitor was added, and crushing was done. Afterward, centrifugation was done on 9000 rpm and after sedimentation, the supernatant was taken. Soluble protein concentrations were determined using the Bio-rad method. The determination of molecular weight (MW) of protein was done by Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate Poly Acrylamid Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) method. Protein samples each with a final volume of 40μL were injected into gel well. Electrophoresis was performed at 100 volt for 2.5 hours. The next steps were staining with Coomasie brilliant blue 0.1%, color removal, and then kept in glacial acetic acid 10%. Molecular weight of protein (KDa) were determined by extrapolation (Khunsook et al., 2003). In order to detect the specific proteins that may play a role in different stage of tissue culture development, the obtaining protein was compared with protein profile at sampling stages using Image J (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Callusing was the first phenomenon occurred on explants cultured on MS media supplemented with 2,4-D, but it was not occurred on explants cultured on MS media supplemented with BAP. This callus was in former incision of shoot apical meristem (SAM) and root apical meristem (RAM) that appeared at about 7 days after culture. The callus was a crumb in yellowish-white in color (Figure 1). This condition might be an effect of 2,4-D application since its role for inducing callogenesis, such as in *Piper betle* Var Nigra (Junairiah et al., 2018), *Coriandrum sativum* L. (Ali et al., 2017), and sugarcane (Tahir et al., 2011).
Callusing stage in this study was identified by appearance of specific protein of about 52.73 KDa and 27.56 KDa (Figure 2) from soluble protein. A protein of about 52.73 KDa was predicted to be similar with protein of about 52 KDa in callus of *Solanum nigrum* that was treated with 4 mg.L\(^{-1}\)AgNPs (Ewais et al., 2015). A protein of about 52 KDa was also reported in UV-elicited callus of *Eurycoma longifolia* and then was predicted as GPP synthase enzyme (Parikrama & Esyanti, 2014). Other specific protein at callusing stage was approximately 27.56 KDa which was in line with study by Balen et al. (2002) that reported a protein of about 27 KDa in rooty tumour mutant in cactus. This tumour might be correlated with crown gall; another name of callus. Ewais et al. (2015) also reported the appearance of 27 KDa protein in 2 mg.L\(^{-1}\)AgNPs-treated callus of *Solanum nigrum*. These reports suggested and reinforced the possibility of a specific 52.73 and 27.56 KDa protein involved at callusing stage.

There were several similarities and differences among proteins derived from somatic embryo, GLS, initiation stage of common leaves, and initiation stage of GLS derived leaves (Figure 3).

Soluble protein of about 22.75 KDa was appeared at all induced organs and this protein might be involved in house-keeping function in plant. It was allegedly included in small heat shock proteins (sHSPs), with MW ranged from 15-42 KDa (Zhao et al., 2018) and correlated with heat-stress condition (Song et al., 2017). In transgenic tea, it has been confirmed that 17.2 KDa of sHSP has a capability to response to thermo-stress condition (Wang et al., 2017). However, a study by Rani et al. (2009) reported that protein of about 22 KDa was found in somatic and zygotic embryo stage of peanut. Mishra et al. (2012) also reported that in late stage of somatic embryo of chickpea, there was a protein ranged from 22-24 KDa identified as Late Embryogenesis Abundant (LEA) protein, or Legumin \(\beta\) that has a molecular weight of about 20 KDa.
from 8.8-9.8. That protein band was also found in embryo of *P. taeda* (Brownfield et al., 2007) that was later predicted as storage protein. Mishra et al. (2012) reported that storage protein in chickpea that was between 34-37 KDa was associated with vicilin minor subunit that appeared at different stages of somatic embryo. However, study by Tonietto et al. (2012) reported that a protein of about 37 KDa in somatic embryo of coffee was later identified as Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase; a kind protein correlated with glycolysis, and also to be involved in plant defence reaction against reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as hydrogen peroxide (Hancock et al., 2005). Therefore, this could be highlighted that in early somatic embryo stage required proteins to control cell damage from ROS and has some storage proteins.

Later, a protein of about 54.89 KDa was also found and expected to be associated with Vicilin major subunit that has MW of 48-50 KDa (Mishra et al., 2012). In coffee somatic embryo, it was also reported a protein that has MW of about 54.1 KDa and later was identified as 11s storage globulin (Tonietto et al., 2012). A protein of about 60.77 KDa was also only found at somatic embryo and expected to be associated with Chitinase and this protein was also reported by Fraterova et al. (2013) at somatic embryo cell line of pinus. Rani et al. (2005) also reported a protein of about 65 KDa in thick band of immature zygotic embryo that subsequently used for explants of somatic embryo. These two previous reports confirmed the result of this study that found a protein of about 60 KDa at somatic embryo sample.

A protein of about 71.35 KDa was found at somatic embryo stage, and it was in line with Mishra et al. (2012) that reported a kind of storage protein included in convicilin; in range between 68-72 KDa. Tonietto et al. (2012) was also reported that protein with MW of about 70.7 KDa was identified as member of Hsp70 protein. Hsp70 protein is correlated with stress condition and is needed for plant defence (Usman et al., 2017). These previous studies strengthened our study’s result that somatic embryo stage required proteins to defence and store the energy for further stages.

A protein of about 87.34 KDa was also found at somatic embryo stage, and it was predicted to be correlated with 82 KDa protein found at further stage of carrot’s somatic embryo (Chung & Pedersen, 1998) or was predicted to be correlated with 85 KDa protein from somatic embryo of *Picea abies* (Mo et al., 1996). Furthermore, Misra et al. (2012) reported that there was a kind of storage protein identified as lipoxygenase at mature seed of chickpea with MW of about 96.4 KDa. Related to this study, there was also found a protein of about 92.99 KDa at somatic embryo. Another possibility of about 90 KDa soluble protein is the HSP90 protein that involved to somatic embryogenesis of *Pinus massoniana* L. (Zhen et al., 2012) dan *Carica papaya* L. (de Moura Vale et al., 2014). These previous studies supported our study’s results that at somatic embryo stage really require proteins for storage and plant defence.

The only predicted protein appeared on GLS sample was about 38.74 KDa and was predicted a Ricin B lectin domain; it might be similar with putative r40c1 protein found in crown barley (Vitamvas et al., 2015). This protein might be related to stress condition especially at drought in rice (Ke et al., 2009) and to be correlated with stress-response protein named Thioredoxin-like protein CDSP32 in purple young shoot during leaf development of field-land of tea (Zhou et al., 2017). It was also predicted to be related to defence condition, such as reported by Xu et al., (2013) regarding its appearance in rice that was exposed by rice black streaked dwarf virus (RBSDV) infection. Related to this result, this 38.76 KDa protein was predicted to be related to stress condition, considering the incision process at growth points of explants which gave it stress condition.

The main soluble protein found at initiation stage of common leaves was protein that have MW of about 69.27 KDa. This protein was correlated with 67 KDa protein found on leaf of *Arabidopsis thaliana* that was identified as Cytokinin-binding protein; a protein that plays important for leaf development (Selinvakina et al., 2004). Other possibility of about 69.27 KDa obtained protein are Dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase precursor or NADP-dependent glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase that involved in expanding leaves of tea from field-land (Li et al., 2015). It was also predicted to be related to Piruvate decarboxylase family protein or TCP-1/cpn60 chaperonin family protein, such as reported by Zhou et al. (2017) regarding its appearance in purple young shoot during leaf development in the field.

There were significant differences between initiation stage of common leaves and initiation stage of leaves through GLS pathway regeneration. One of them was a protein of about 55.76 KDa that thickly appeared in initiation leaves through GLS compared to initiation stage of common leaves. This protein might be correlated with Rubisco activity that commonly found on plant leaf (Kim et al., 2017; Pottier et al., 2018). Ma et al. (2009) reported that both of young and ma-
ture leaves contained a protein of about 52 KDa estimated as Chloroplast-encoded protein; large subunit of Rubisco protein. Other type possibility of 55.76 KDa is dehydrin, as reported Carjuzaa et al. (2008) from quinoa. Dehydrins or hydrophilins are protein correlated with dehydration condition or cold tolerance and belong to group II of LEA protein in plants (Liu et al., 2017). Liu et al. (2015) reported that transformation using this gene could increase the cold tolerance of Solanum habrochaites, and also in Arabidopsis thaliana (Xie et al., 2012). Another possibility of about 55.76 KDa obtained protein is Chloroplast phosphoribulokinase, as reported by Zhou et al., (2014) in tea leaf from field-land subjected to drought, and correlated to Bark storage protein A, as reported by Zhou et al. (2017). Therefore, this could be concluded that at initiation of leaves through GLS had more proteins related to dehydration and photosynthetic-related protein(s).

The other band protein found both in initiation of common leaves and GLS derived leaves was about 31-33 Kda, predicted as Photosystem 2 (PS2) protein. This protein is important for light photosynthesis (Caffarri et al., 2014). Nedunchezian et al. (2000) reported that there was slow inactivation of PS2 protein in 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU) -treated wheat leaves at dark condition during senescens, but Mazraei (2016) reported that there was no significant effects of PS2 on dessication. Another possibility of about 31-33 KDa obtained protein is stress-response protein named Glutathione s-transferase, as reported by Zhou et al. (2017) in purple young shoot during leaf development of field-land of tea. These previous studies strengthen our study’s result that in initiation stage of leaves both through organogenesis and GLS needed photosynthetic-related protein and plant defence protein.

One main different point between somatic embryo and GLS is the leaf-derived structure. In somatic embryo, leaf derived from development of cotyledone, but in GLS regeneration, leaf was derived from GLS. The GLS has difference in structure with globular stage of somatic embryo, that GLS is not fully in sphere structure as somatic embryo has. GLS is other pathway for tissue culture propagation of tea beside organogenesis and somatic embryo; or can be called by “transition regeneration” between them. This regeneration was first reported by Seran et al. (2006); called as small succulent leaves (SSL) but from unremoved embryo axis’s growth points. This structrure was also reported later in Camellia nitidissima (Lu et al., 2013) and then called as nodular embryonic structures (NES).

Initiation stage of common leaves was different with GLS-derived leaves. In common leaves initiation, there was no GLS appearance at former incision of SAM, just common leaves initiation derived from leaf primordium. This result, once again, proved that different addition of plant growth regulator (PGRs) made different effect on same clone and same kind of explants. Although leaf initiation was primary controlled by auxin (Kalve et al., 2014), this study also proved that inside of that explants might be contained sufficient quantity of endogen auxin that can influence the succesful of leaf initiation, although in media was supplemented with cytokinin; BAP. Also, it was proved that auxin is actually the main PGR(s) for promoting leaves initiation, and in this case, although it was preceeded by GLS formation, auxin addition in media can induce leaves initiation, through that GLS structure.

This is the first report of protein profile of tissue culture derived from tea plant. Once again, this protein profil analysis just conducted using SDS-PAGE that made the obtained protein bands could not to be determined exactly, therefore, for further analysis, it will be more powerful analysis by using advanced technology, such as LC-MS spectroscopy. But, this results of this research provide scientific information about protein profile related to the somatic embryogenesis, GLS, and organogenesis using simple technique. Furthermore, for application benefits, such as key protein-formulated spray could be created from this scientific information.

CONCLUSION

Somatic embryogenesis and GLS can be induced by culturing the explants on MS media supplemented with 2,4-D. Initiation of common leaves can be induced by culturing the explants on ½ MS media supplemented with BAP. Protein profile analysis using SDS-PAGE revealed the predicted key protein for somatic embryogenesis were about 37.69; 54.89; 60.77; 71.35; 87.34; and 92.99 KDa, and the predicted key protein for GLS, initiation stage of common leaves, and initiation stage of GLS derived leaves were about 38.69 KDa, 69.27 KDa, and 55.76 KDa respectively.
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